USA Boxing Committees and Commissions

**APPEALS COMMITTEE**
Ray Barone, Chair  
Dennis O'Connell  
Al Thompson  
Paul Silverstein  
Laurence Soronen, Athlete Rep

**ETHICS COMMITTEE**
Michael Deariso, Chair  
Gregory Huckabee  
Chris Cugliari  
Edward Ochoa  
James Urban, Athlete

**Audit Committee**
Dick Hoffmann  
Al Thompson  
Bryan Hung, Athlete Rep

**Coaches Commission**
Bill Billingham, Chair  
Jeff Mays  
Eiichi Jumawan  
Larry Bright  
Eva Jones Young  
Al Simpson  
Joseph Thomas  
Carlos Duncan  
Tom Coulter  
Bruce Kawano  
Chad Wigle  
Jose Banales  
Lisa Bauch  
Ruben Bermudez, Athlete Rep  
Rajeeyah Whitney-Bey, Athlete Rep  
Sara George Durham, Athlete Rep

**Medical Commission**
Armando Sanchez, Co-Chair  
Steve Lebhar, Co-Chair  
Larry Lovelace  
Robert Davison  
Andrea Hill  
Cato Laurencin  
Travis Lee  
Steven Gustafson  
Edward Friedlander  
Brad Lee  
Nikolaj Wolfson  
Martha Dodson  
Jeremy Bruce  
Nick Beatty  
Michele Holding  
Benita Stephens  
Paula Chorazy  
Stephen Gordon  
Steven Glorsky  
Bruce Thomas  
Deborah Light  
Jacob Shepherd  
Michael Cantrell, Athlete Rep  
Samantha Durland, Athlete Rep  
Ben Slocum, Athlete Rep

**Judicial Committee**
Jack Joynt, Chair  
Steve Holley  
Veidols Muizneiks  
Bill Billingham  
Michael Campbell  
Ben Rochester  
Franchon Crews, Athlete Rep  
Juipiter Howard, Athlete Rep

**Competition Commission**
Abbey Smith, Chair  
Jeff Mays  
Deborah Holmes  
Joseph Thomas  
Mary Ann Calo-oy  
Ruben Bermudez, Athlete Rep

**Marketing Commission**
Chad Wigle, Chair  
Kori Beard  
Khuong Chau  
Clayton Jensen  
Ronit Koren, Athlete Rep  
Keith Borshak, Athlete Rep
PR/Communication Commission
Anna Villarreal, Chair
Luke Bosso
Clayton Jensen
Rob Owens
Rajeeyah Whitney-Bey, Athlete Rep

Referee/Judge Commission
Shawn Reese, Chair
Brent Bovell
Mark Calo-oy
Patricia Pliner
Chris Walden
Chase Calloway, Athlete Rep

Women's Commission
Jacklyn Atkins, Chair
Christy Halbert
Michael Campbell
David Atwood
Shere Weinstein
Al Simpson
Gayle Mornier, Athlete Rep
Melissa Ausilio, Athlete Rep
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